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6 
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Ai Yori Aoshi - Complete Box Set - Classic - Reprice 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• Estimated over 30 million impressions from paid advertising, conventions, social 

marketing, and PR. 

• From the studio that brought you Ikki Tousen and Slayers Revolution. 

• Support from clips, trailers, and social media. 

 
Synopsis 
 
Kaoru is a college boy with everything going for him. He lives in a mansion with his 

beautiful fiancé, Aoi, all his roommates are babes, and they all have the hots for him. 

There’s just one hitch: due to family complications, Kaoru and his beloved have to 

keep their engagement a secret. As he gets tangled in countless steamy situations, 

can Kaoru overcome temptation and stay true to the lovely Aoi? Two is company and 

eight is a party in this romping romance brought to you by the director of Saber 

Marionette J. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Love Hina, AH! My Goddess 



Studio: 
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Fairy Tail - Part 8 - Blu-ray/DVD Combo 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• Franchise has sold over 30,000 units to date. 

• Based on the New York Times best-selling manga, published by Kodansha USA 

• The highly-anticipated return of Fairy Tail to DVD and Blu-ray 

• Anime from the writer of major hit Bleach 

 
Synopsis 
 
When an unstoppable force descends upon Magnolia and Fairy Tail, the entire town 

is transported to Edolas, a world where magic is in short supply. There, a power-

hungry kingdom plans on draining every last drop of magic from the captured guild—

unless someone can stop them fast. As Natsu and the few left behind search for their 

friends, they discover a parallel plane where a tough-as-nails Lucy runs a bizarro 

version of Fairy Tail, and Erza is a ruthless enemy who hunts down rogue wizards. 

Meanwhile, Carla and Happy stumble upon a cat-filled land where their shocking 

origins are revealed and a terrible betrayal comes to light. Will Natsu’s team be able 

to save the guild when they can’t even trust each other? 
 
Content Comp Titles:  One Piece, Soul Eater, Bleach 
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Fruits Basket - Complete Series - Classic 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• Based on the New York TimesManga Best Seller. (July 2009) 

• The Fruits Basket series has sold 225,000 units to date. (Nielsen Videoscan | 

September 2013) 

 
Synopsis 
 
Based on the best selling manga by Natsuki Takaya, Fruits Basket is a heartwarming 

story about good friends turning tragedy into triumph. This must-see series features a 

perfect blend of lovable characters and unique humor that makes it a true fan favorite! 

 

The Sohma family may look normal, but they’ve got a curse they’ve kept hidden for 

generations. Whenever a member of the clan is hugged by the opposite sex, they turn 

into an animal from the Chinese Zodiac! They’ve found ways to maintain ordinary 

lives, and all is well until young Tohru Honda falls on hard luck and stumbles upon the 

truth. To keep the peace, she must find a way to fit into this unusual household. But 

above all, she must promise to never reveal their secret – or her most cherished 

memories could be lost forever.  
 
Content Comp Titles:  Ouran Host Club, Chobits 
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FUNimation 
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Kamisama Kiss - Complete Series - Blu-ray/DVD Combo 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• From the direct of Fruits Basket, the perenially best-seller series with nearly 

300,000 units sold to date 

• FUNimation's most popular web broadcasted show of all time during its run, with 1.3 

million views 

• Based on the New York Times bestselling manga 

 
Synopsis 
 
Nanami was just a normal high school girl down on her luck until a stranger’s lips 

marked her as the new Land God and turned her world upside down. Now, she’s 

figuring out the duties of a deity with the help of Tomoe, a reformed fox demon who 

reluctantly becomes her familiar in a contract sealed with a kiss. The new 

responsibilities—and boys—are a lot to handle, like the crow demon masquerading 

as a gorgeous pop idol and the adorable snake spirit who’s chosen the newly minted 

god to be his bride. As the headstrong Tomoe tries to whip her into shape, Nanami 

finds that love just might have cute, pointed fox ears. With romance in the air, will the 

human deity be able to prove herself worthy of her new title? 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Fruits Basket, Ouran High School Host Club 



Studio: 

Street Date: 
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UPC: 

SRP: 
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Princess Jellyfish - Complete Series - Blu-ray/DVD Combo 
- Reprice - LE  

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• "One of the Top 10 Anime Series of 2010" - Japanator.com 

• Home video contains exclusive bonus content: the animated Princess Jellyfish 

Heroes and Go, Sisterhood Explorers series of specials, which will be available for 

viewing in both English dubbed or Japanese with English subtitles 

• From the Director of Durarara! 

• From the animation studio that brought you Spice and Wolf II and Baccano! 

• Fans of Fruits Basket and Ouran High School Host Club should love Princess 

Jellyfish 

 
Synopsis 
 
From the director of Durarara!! comes a thoughtful comedy on learning to look below 

the surface and finding the courage to rock the status quo.  

 

Plain, timid and obsessed with jellyfish, Tsukimi is a far cry from her idea of a 

princess. Her tepid life as a jobless illustrator comes complete with roommates who 

harbor diehard hobbies that solidify their status as hopeless social rejects. These 

wallflowers run a tight nun-like ship, but their no-men-allowed-not-no-one-not-no-how 

bubble is unwittingly burst after Tsukimi brings home a rescued sea jelly and a beauty 

queen—who’s actually a guy. When threat of losing their cozy convent inspires this 

glamour boy to turn the neurotic entourage into a portrait of success, will Tsukimi take 

her chance to bloom or will she end up a hot mess? 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Fruits Basket, Big Bang Theory 



Studio: 

Street Date: 
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SRP: 
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4 

TV14 
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Dragonball Z - Season 2 - Blu-ray 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• Dragon Ball Z is the # 1 selling anime brand of all-time (Nielsen VideoScan) 

• Available on Blu-ray for the first time 

• Remastered HD footage offers the best picture quality to date 

• Converted to a modern, 16:9 aspect ratio using pan & scan technology to ensure a 

frame-by-frame, optimal viewing experience  

• Exclusive, never-before-seen artwork is being created specifically for the packaging 

of all Dragon Ball Z (Blu-ray) releases 

• Dragon Ball Z Kai and Dragon Ball GT currently airing on NickToons and Vortexx 

(Saturday morning CW programming) 

• Over 800 minutes of action for under $45 (MSRP) 

 
Synopsis 
 
Having suffered heavy losses in the battle with the Saiyans, and with Goku still 

recovering from his injuries, the remaining Z-Fighters must embark on a perilous 

journey to Planet Namek in search of the Namekian Dragon Balls.  Unbeknownst to 

them, however, a powerful new enemy has set his sights on the same prize—the 

ruthless tyrant Frieza! 

  

For the first time ever, the Dragon Ball Z season sets are available on Blu-ray! This 

epic collection presents episodes 40 - 74 of the legendary series in remastered, high 

definition quality and 16:9 aspect ratio using frame by frame, pan and scran 

technology. An elite team of Capsule Corp. scientists worked around the clock to put 

the greatest anime in history on the cutting edge of modern technology. You may 

think you’ve seen all there is to see in the DBZ universe, but you’re wrong. Take 

home this thirty-five episode collection today, and fire your next Kamehameha in the 

brilliance of Blu-ray!  
 
Content Comp Titles:  The Avengers, Naruto, Bleach, Transformers, One Piece 



Studio: 

Street Date: 

Pre-Order: 
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UPC: 
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Evangelion - 3.33 - Movie - Blu-ray 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• The continuation of one of the most popular anime franchises ever. 

• The previous two movies, Evangelion 1.11 and Evangelion 2.22, have sold over 

180,000 units to date. 

• Evangelion 1.11 & 2.22 drew 1 million and 1.2 million viewers, respectively, when it 

debuted on Adult Swim’s Toonami block during 2013; making it the #1 program in 

its timeslot for males 18-34. 

• Evangelion 3.33 earned Japan’s second highest weekend box office of 2012 with 

$13.9 million. 

• The Evangelion series served as one of the creative inspirations for the major 

Hollywood blockbuster, Pacific Rim. 

 
Synopsis 
 
Fourteen years after third impact, Shinji Ikari awakens to a world he does not 

remember. He hasn't aged. Much of Earth is laid in ruins, Nerv has been dismantled, 

and people who he once protected have turned against him. Befriending the 

enigmatic Kaworu Nagisa, Shinji continues the fight against the angels and realizes 

the fighting is far from over, even when it could be against his former allies. The 

characters' struggles continue amid the battles against the angels and each other, 

spiraling down to what could inevitably be the end of the world. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Evangelion: 2.22 You Can (Not) Advance, Pacific Rim, Iron Man 

3, Akira 



Studio: 

Street Date: 

Pre-Order: 
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UPC: 
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Evangelion - 3.33 - Movie 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• The continuation of one of the most popular anime franchises ever. 

• The previous two movies, Evangelion 1.11 and Evangelion 2.22, have sold over 

180,000 units to date. 

• Evangelion 1.11 & 2.22 drew 1 million and 1.2 million viewers, respectively, when it 

debuted on Adult Swim’s Toonami block during 2013; making it the #1 program in 

its timeslot for males 18-34. 

• Evangelion 3.33 earned Japan’s second highest weekend box office of 2012 with 

$13.9 million. 

• The Evangelion series served as one of the creative inspirations for the major 

Hollywood blockbuster, Pacific Rim. 

 
Synopsis 
 
Fourteen years after third impact, Shinji Ikari awakens to a world he does not 

remember. He hasn't aged. Much of Earth is laid in ruins, Nerv has been dismantled, 

and people who he once protected have turned against him. Befriending the 

enigmatic Kaworu Nagisa, Shinji continues the fight against the angels and realizes 

the fighting is far from over, even when it could be against his former allies. The 

characters' struggles continue amid the battles against the angels and each other, 

spiraling down to what could inevitably be the end of the world. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Evangelion: 2.22 You Can (Not) Advance, Pacific Rim, Iron Man 

3, Akira 
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Jormungand - The Complete First Season- Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo  

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• From the mind that brought you Hellsing Ultimate and Trigun 

• From the director of the best-selling Getbackers 

• Based on the New York Times best-selling manga currently releasing from VIZ 

• From the studio that brought you Steins; Gate 

 
Synopsis 
 
Jonah is a child soldier and the newest bodyguard for Koko, an international arms 

dealer with an entourage of hired guns. The cold-blooded kid hates Koko’s line of 

work, but following her into the darkest corners of the black market might be the only 

way he can find those responsible for his family’s slaughter. Besides, his employer 

isn’t like most merchants of death. She uses guile and cutthroat tactics to keep her 

clients armed to the teeth—all while cultivating her own warped plan for the future of 

world peace. With the CIA desperate for her capture, assassins eager to collect her 

head, and the potential for every contract to end in ultra-violence, Koko and her 

comrades in arms bring the boom to every corner of the world.  
 
Content Comp Titles:  Black Lagoon, Full Metal Panic 



Studio: 

Street Date: 

Pre-Order: 
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UPC: 

SRP: 
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Action 

4 
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Jormungand - The Complete Second Season- Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo  

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• From the mind that brought you Hellsing Ultimate and Trigun 

• From the director of the best-selling Getbackers 

• Based on the New York Times best-selling manga currently releasing from VIZ 

• From the studio that brought you Steins; Gate 

 
Synopsis 
 
The child soldier Jonah continues to protect Koko while she brings the boom to cities 

across the globe. When the international arms dealer ramps up sales, her hired guns 

are targeted by government agencies, warmongers, and assassins—leading to some 

devastating betrayals and losses. Amid all the gunfire and grenades, Koko begins to 

work on a secret project in South Africa: Jormungand. But when she finally reveals 

her master plan for the future of war, not everyone is happy with the plot. As the body 

count starts to explode, Jonah will have to decide if he can stand by and watch his 

employer’s blood-soaked plan for world peace unfold, or try to put a stop to it.  
 
Content Comp Titles:  Black Lagoon, Full Metal Panic 
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Street Date: 

Pre-Order: 
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Robotics;Notes - Part One - Blu-ray/DVD Combo - LE 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• The next installment of the scifi/adventure from the creators of Steins;Gate and 

Chaos;Head 

• The predecessor of Robotics;Notes, Steins;Gate is one of the highest critically rated 

anime of all-time. Ranked #1 Best Anime Series Anime News Network and #4 Best 

Anime Series of All Time on MyAnimeList, Steins;Gate held the #1 spot on 

Amazon's Anime/Manga Blu-ray category for 5 weeks in a row (September - 

October 2012). 

• With animation and production from Nitroplus (Fate/Zero) and Production I.G (Ghost 

in the Shell)  

• During its simulcast run from October 2012 - March 2013, Robotics;Notes' had the 

over 200,000 unique viewers. 

 
Synopsis 
 
Kai and Aki dream of building a giant fighting robot based on a super-popular anime, 

but that’s going to be impossible if they don’t get more members into their school’s 

Robot Research Club. They’ll take anyone they can talk—or force—into joining them, 

including an eccentric robotics champion with a secret identity and a l33t video-game 

designer who’s spent one too many late nights online. Finally, their goal looks like it’s 

within reach. 

 

But when a sentient AI program tells Kai about mysterious documents hidden on the 

internet, things start to get strange for everyone. As the club members track down the 

secret messages, they realize that the information might be far bigger—and more 

dangerous—than they expected.  
 
Content Comp Titles:  Steins;Gate, Real Steel, Hackers 

Not Final Art 
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Robotics;Notes - Part One - Blu-ray/DVD Combo - Alt 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• The next installment of the scifi/adventure from the creators of Steins;Gate and 

Chaos;HEAd 

• The predecessor of Robotics;Notes, Steins;Gate is one of the highest critically rated 

anime of all-time. Ranked #1 Best Anime Series Anime News Network and #4 Best 

Anime Series of All Time on MyAnimeList, Steins;Gate held the #1 spot on 

Amazon's Anime/Manga Blu-ray category for 5 weeks in a row (September - 

October 2012). 

• With animation and production from Nitroplus (Fate/Zero) and Production I.G (Ghost 

in the Shell)  

• During its simulcast run from October 2012 - March 2013, Robotics;Notes' had the 

over 200,000 unique viewers. 

 
Synopsis 
 
Kai and Aki dream of building a giant fighting robot based on a super-popular anime, 

but that’s going to be impossible if they don’t get more members into their school’s 

Robot Research Club. They’ll take anyone they can talk—or force—into joining them, 

including an eccentric robotics champion with a secret identity and a l33t video-game 

designer who’s spent one too many late nights online. Finally, their goal looks like it’s 

within reach. 

 

But when a sentient AI program tells Kai about mysterious documents hidden on the 

internet, things start to get strange for everyone. As the club members track down the 

secret messages, they realize that the information might be far bigger—and more 

dangerous—than they expected.  
 
Content Comp Titles:  Steins;Gate, Real Steel, Hackers 

Not Final Art 
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Appleseed XIII - Tartaros & Ouranos 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• The most recent release in the series, Appleseed Ex Machina (2008), has sold over 

118,000 units. (Neilson Videoscan 2013)  

• From the creator of Ghost in the Shell, one of the most well received and highest 

selling anime movies of all time. Ghost in the Shell was the first anime video to 

reach Billboard's #1 video slot at the time of its release and has been a major 

influence for Hollywood filmmakers the Wachowski brothers (The Matrix Trilogy), 

James Cameron (Avatar, Titanic), and Quentin Tarentino (Kill Bill, Pulp Fiction). 

• Revolutionary art style combines hand-drawn 2D characters with modern, CGI 

overlays. 

• This is a two movie, summarized take on the thirteen episode series of the same 

name.   

• The Appleseed franchise servered as partial inspiration in the creation of the video 

game Firefall, one of the leading MMOFPS games on the market. 

 
Synopsis 
 
In the wake of destruction from a worldwide non-nuclear war, the city of Olympus has 

become the control center of the world. As humanity adopts biological enhancements 

in attempts to achieve perfection, a terrorist organization uprises to prevent what 

could be the eventual extinction of the human race. Two former LAPD SWAT 

members join a special mech-piloting, military force to take down the leader of the 

terrorist organization. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Appleseed, Appleseed Ex Machina, Ghost in the Shell, Total 

Recall, Avatar, Prometheus 
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Appleseed XIII - Tartaros & Ouranos - Blu-ray/DVD Combo 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• The most recent release in the series, Appleseed Ex Machina (2008), has sold over 

118,000 units. (Neilson Videoscan 2013)  

• From the creator of Ghost in the Shell, one of the most well received and highest 

selling anime movies of all time. Ghost in the Shell was the first anime video to 

reach Billboard's #1 video slot at the time of its release and has been a major 

influence for Hollywood filmmakers the Wachowski brothers (The Matrix Trilogy), 

James Cameron (Avatar, Titanic), and Quentin Tarentino (Kill Bill, Pulp Fiction). 

• Revolutionary art style combines hand-drawn 2D characters with modern, CGI 

overlays. 

• This is a two movie, summarized take on the thirteen episode series of the same 

name.   

• The Appleseed franchise servered as partial inspiration in the creation of the video 

game Firefall, one of the leading MMOFPS games on the market. 

 
Synopsis 
 
In the wake of destruction from a worldwide non-nuclear war, the city of Olympus has 

become the control center of the world. As humanity adopts biological enhancements 

in attempts to achieve perfection, a terrorist organization uprises to prevent what 

could be the eventual extinction of the human race. Two former LAPD SWAT 

members join a special mech-piloting, military force to take down the leader of the 

terrorist organization. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Appleseed, Appleseed Ex Machina, Ghost in the Shell, Total 

Recall, Avatar, Prometheus 
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Bullet - Blu-ray/DVD Combo 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Not Final Art 

Key Selling Points 
 
• Starring legendary, cult action star Danny Trejo and Breaking Bad’s Jonathan 

Banks. 

• On-disc extra features: Deleted Scenes, Cast Interviews, Commentary with the 

Director & Producers, and more. 

• Cult action hero Danny Trejo has generated over 2.3 billion in worldwide box office 

and 20 million units in DVD sales 

• The classic role the consumers have come to expect from Danny Trejo 

 
Synopsis 
 
After the grandson of an aging detective is kidnapped by a ruthless drug cartel, Frank 

Marascos (Danny Trejo) tosses his badge and enforces high-speed, hi-calibre, 

explosive justice through the crowded streets of L.A. in a seemingly impossible 

attempt to piece his family back together. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Machete (Danny Trejo), One In The Chamber (Dolph Lundgren), 

Redemption (Jason Statham) 
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Bullet 

[ Watch Trailer ] 

Key Selling Points 
 
• Starring legendary, cult action star Danny Trejo and Breaking Bad’s Jonathan 

Banks. 

• On-disc extra features: Deleted Scenes, Cast Interviews, Commentary with the 

Director & Producers, and more. 

• Cult action hero Danny Trejo has generated over 2.3 billion in worldwide box office 

and 20 million units in DVD sales 

• The classic role the consumers have come to expect from Danny Trejo 

 
Synopsis 
 
After the grandson of an aging detective is kidnapped by a ruthless drug cartel, Frank 

Marascos (Danny Trejo) tosses his badge and enforces high-speed, hi-calibre, 

explosive justice through the crowded streets of L.A. in a seemingly impossible 

attempt to piece his family back together. 
 
Content Comp Titles:  Machete (Danny Trejo), One In The Chamber (Dolph Lundgren), 

Redemption (Jason Statham) 

Not Final Art 
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Street Date: 

Pre-Order: 
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# of Discs: 
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FUNimation 

2/11/2014 

1/7/2014 
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4 
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FUNimation 

2/11/2014 

1/7/2014 

FN-01197 
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704400011979 

$24.98  

600 

Action, Fan Service 

4 

TVMA 
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Super Amazing Value Edition 
 
Discovering a new favorite anime is more affordable than 
ever thanks to S.A.V.E. – the Super Amazing Value Edition! 
This unique offer from FUNimation gives both devoted – and 
casual – anime fans an opportunity to sample a wide range 
of titles at an established, discounted price. From 
intergalactic adventures to the hilarious hi-jinks of magical 
girls, discovering something new in the world of anime has 
never been easier on your budget.  
 

Strike Witches - First Season - Blu-ray/DVD Combo - 

S.A.V.E. 
Content Comp Titles:  Gunslinger Girl, Hetalia Axis Powers meets Puella 

Magi Madoka Magica 

  

Strike Witches - Second Season - Blu-ray/DVD 

Combo - S.A.V.E. 
Content Comp Titles:  Gunslinger Girl, Hetalia Axis Powers meets Puella 

Magi Madoka Magica 

S.A.V.E. 
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12/31/2013 2/4/2014 Ai Yori Aoshi - Complete Box Set - Classic - Reprice FN-09520 704400095207 $39.98  8065658 1-4210-2206-0 900 

12/31/2013 2/4/2014 Fairy Tail - Part 8 - Blu-ray/DVD Combo FN-09174 704400091742 $54.98  8114804 1-4210-2819-0 300 

12/31/2013 2/4/2014 Fruits Basket - Complete Series - Classic FN-03107 704400031076 $49.98  8114769 1-4210-2818-2 580 

1/7/2014 2/11/2014 Kamisama Kiss - Complete Series - Blu-ray/DVD Combo FN-08475 704400084751 $54.98  8112882 1-4210-2816-6 325 

1/7/2014 2/11/2014 Princess Jellyfish - Complete Series - Blu-ray/DVD Combo - Reprice - LE  FN-01350 704400013508 $34.98  8090928 1-4210-2463-2 275 

1/7/2014 2/11/2014 Strike Witches - First Season - Blu-ray/DVD Combo - S.A.V.E. FN-01197 704400011979 $24.98  8114792 1-4210-2823-9 600 

1/7/2014 2/11/2014 Strike Witches - Second Season - Blu-ray/DVD Combo - S.A.V.E. FN-01198 704400011986 $24.98  8115909 1-4210-2852-2 600 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Dragonball Z - Season 2 - Blu-ray FN-01552 704400015526 $44.98  8114794 1-4210-2826-3 835 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Evangelion - 3.33 - Movie - Blu-ray FN-09888 704400098888 $34.98  8114795 1-4210-2827-1 106 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Evangelion - 3.33 - Movie FN-09877 704400098772 $29.98  8115910 1-4210-2853-0 106 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Jormungand - The Complete Second Season - Blu-ray/DVD Combo  FN-09213 704400092138 $64.98  8114797 1-4210-2829-8 300 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Jormungand - The Complete First Season- Blu-ray/DVD Combo  FN-09212 704400092121 $64.98  8112033 1-4210-2781-X 300 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Robotics;Notes - Part One - Blu-ray/DVD Combo ? LE FN-09196 704400091964 $69.98  8114798 1-4210-2830-1 253 

1/14/2014 2/18/2014 Robotics;Notes - Part One - Blu-ray/DVD Combo ? Alt FN-09196alt 704400091971 $64.98  8114799 1-4210-2831-X 253 

1/21/2014 2/25/2014 Appleseed XIII - Tartaros & Ouranos FN-09127 704400091278 $29.98  8114800 1-4210-2824-7 168 

1/21/2014 2/25/2014 Appleseed XIII - Tartaros & Ouranos - Blu-ray/DVD Combo FN-09128 704400091285 $34.98  8114801 1-4210-2825-5 168 

1/21/2014 2/25/2014 Bullet - Live Action Movie - Blu-ray/DVD Combo IF-09395 704400093951 $29.98  8114802 1-4210-2833-6 82 

1/21/2014 2/25/2014 Bullet - Live Action Movie IF-09396 704400093968 $24.98  8114803 1-4210-2834-4 82 


